
The fun of fundamentals makes children play 
repeatedly: the Hill Climber invites and 
supports rappelling up steep hills. The 
excellent combination of stemming the feet 
onto the hill, holding tight to the rope, and 
leaning back, walking upwards is a repeatedly 
thrilling experience. Apart from being great fun, 
the combination of movement also provides 

great gross motor and muscle training. Hands, 
arms and upper body get trained when gripping 
the perfectly sized rope, legs get trained 
walking upwards, and core muscles are put to 
work when leaning back, tensioning the core.

The motor skill training is intense: spatial 
awareness, sense of balance, and coordination 

come to full use. This stimulates the child's 
overall motor confidence and helps train the 
ability to judge distances, which is essential in 
street traffic.
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Hill Climber Rope with EPDM
CRP630301

Item no. CRP630301-0901

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  8'7"x0'7"x4'6"
Age group  2 - 12
Play capacity (users) 2
Color options n
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Hill Climber Rope with EPDM
CRP630301

Hill climber rope with discs
Physical: trains cross coordination, balance 
and muscle strength. Cross coordination also 
stimulates cross-modal perception, necessary 
for skills such as reading. Social-Emotional: 
the discs define sections so that children 
develop turn-taking and cooperation skills 
when rappelling together.



Ropes of UV-stabilized PES rope strands with 
inner steel cable reinforcement. The polyester 
yarn is made of +95% Post-consumer materials 
and is inductively melted onto each strand to 
obtain excellent wear and tear resistance.

The steel surfaces are hot-dip galvanized inside 
and outside with lead-free zinc. The 
galvanization has excellent corrosion resistance 
in outside environments and requires minimal 
maintenance.

The Corocord Smart Clamps are carefully 
designed to ensure superior flexibility in high-
quality aluminum material. The smart clamps 
are attached around the post with four steel 
bolts. Unused attachment points are closed with 
PA caps.

Through the KOMPAN Variant Team, you can 
choose between additional 7 rope colors and 
customize your solution. The assortment is a 
wide span of colors ranking from elegant and 
expressive black or a natural, neutral hemp 
color, to a range of attractive and eye-catching 
signal colors.

Hill climber ropes are ideal embankment play 
products, usable on slopes of 20-60° and 
available in various lengths.
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Item no. CRP630301-0901

Installation Information
Max. fall height 0'0"
Safety surfacing area 0ft²
Total installation time 2.2
Excavation volume 1.24yd³
Concrete volume 0.69yd³
Footing depth (standard) 2'11"
Shipment weight 68lbs
Anchoring options In-ground a

Warranty Information
Chains 10 Years
Corocord Rope 10 Years
EPDM components 2 Years
Hot dip galvanized steel Lifetime
Spare Parts Availability 10 Years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

CRP630301-0901 78.70 3.24 42.25

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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Sustainability Data
CRP630301
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/0f3f744d-e0b2-44dd-804f-5b1dfdabbd8f/CRP630301_Footprint_US.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/6f74ab56-a371-4c56-8141-371e37540d50/CRP630301_Side_US.jpg
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